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(a)	There still existed the power of disallowance, but this power
had become obsolete. It had not been exercised in relation to allowance.
Australian legislation since 1862 or Canadian legislation since 1873,
and never in relation to South Africa or New Zealand. But admis-
sion to the list of trustee securities in the United Kingdom is, under
the Colonial Stock Act, 1900, given to dominion securities provided
that the Dominion concerned consents to the disallowance of any
legislation affecting such admitted stocks. The Conference for this
reason did not recommend the abolition by imperial legislation of
the power of disallowance, but suggested that it should be left to the
Dominions either to abolish the power by constitutional amendment,
or, where an imperial Act is required for such amendment, as in the
case of Canada, to request the passing of such Act. South Africa
abolished the power of disallowance in 1934. The other Dominions
concerned have taken no steps. By the Colonial Stock Act, 1934, of
the Imperial Parliament there may be substituted an undertaking
by a Dominion Government that legislation affecting the existing
rights of stockholders shall not be submitted for the royal assent
except by agreement with the Government of the United Kingdom.
This safeguards the rights of investors in lieu of the protection
afforded by the power of disallowance.
(b)	There   still   existed  the   Governor-General's   discretionary Reservation,
power to reserve Bills which had only been exercised on one or two
occasions in the twentieth century, and also constitutional provisions
requiring the reservation of Bills dealing with particular subjects
and provisions requiring reservation in certain imperial statutes, e.g.
the Merchant Shipping Acts.1 The Imperial Conference of 1926 2
had placed it upon record that it is recognised that it is the right of
the Government of each Dominion to advise the Crown ia all matters
relating to its own affairs, and that consequently it would not be
constitutional for the Government of the United Kingdom to advise
the King upon any matter relating to a Dominion against the views
of the Government of that Dominion. It was, therefore, recom-
mended that, as in the case of disallowance, it should be left to each
Dominion to take such steps as it should desire to abolish both
discretionary and compulsory reservation. The Irish Free State con-
sequently abolished reservation by the Constitution (Amendment
No. 21) Act, 1933. In regard to South Africa the Status of the
Union Act, 1934, abolished discretionary reservation. Compulsory
reservation was retained in respect of Bills limiting the right to request
special leave to appeal to the Privy Council5 and Bills altering
the terms of the Schedule to the South Africa Act, 1909, in regard
1 See Report of Conference on the Operation of Dominion Legislation, p. 13.
* Summary of Proceedings, p. 17.
9 Such appeals were abolished in 1950.

